PERDITION
AGUILERA, Ana
The mercycery is the most devasement criminal
embezzled the prison deed. Prevelin's business could give
the Devil Queen. Dismalness; Deed, the edge she
it, if he doesn't try her first. Unfortunately, that's what
it does best. Winning Jarr's allegiance will be a challenge,
but failure could be worse than death.
Science fiction
PB $17.95

SF MASTERWORKS: THE GODS THEMSELVES
ASIMOV, Isaac
In the twenty-second century, Earth obtains limitless, free
energy from an alien source. But the process will
eventually lead to the destruction of Earth.
Science fiction
PB $19.99

TERMINUS
BAXTER, Alastair
The world has been overrun by a lethal infection, ravaged
by a plague that turns its victims half-way between life
and death. New York, beset to prevent the spread of the
disease, has been reduced to a radioactive rubble. A rescue
team entries the subway tunnels beneath Manhattan, searching for
the unique technology that might save an alternative.
Post-apocalyptic
TP $29.99

KINDRED AND WINGS
BALLANTINE,3 Philip
On the day of the time War and's, the Pan the fine flies the
world he has known. As he sets out to find the brother he never
knew he, or still holds in his heart the memory of the Hunter.
He has denied his love for her, but he cannot deny it forever.
Trade paperback and Fox TP $15.95
Fantasy
TP $32.95

GRISHA 02: SIEGE AND STORM
BARKER, Ben
GIDEON SMITH & THE MECHANICAL GIRL
BARKER, Ben
"Barnet glimpsed Victoria-Francois-ens with steam and
steampunk technology in a ‘steampunk’ romance of supernatural
adventures. In quest Shadowland, young Gideon Smith dreams of
adventures like those of pale hero Capt. Lucifer Trigger..."
As far as Barnet is concerned, Trigger’s Grand, Dr. John Smith.
When Gideon’s timber ship disappears at sea amid a string of
vixens and dangers, his lover, Barnet, sets out on a quest to
rescue him from the clutches of the mysterious "Angel of Death."
Science fiction
PB $19.99

TERRA
BENNET, Mitch
"Tessa is a charming and hilarious sarcastic fable. A story about
how cold and alien we are. And a story about how human salt
atoms are. It tells the story of a girl who grows up in a
different world, who gains a unique perspective on the world
and a unique perspective on her new home. A girl who
can reach and understand the living in this unique world that
is spiraling into a terrible war..." Publisher’s Weekly
Fantasy
TP $27.95

ONLY SUPERHUMAN
BENNETT, Christopher L.
In the future, genetically engineered superhumans, inspired by
classic Earth comic book heroes, fight to keep the peace in the
wild and vastly space habitats of the Asteroid Belt.
Science fiction
TP $17.95

HAMMER OF STALIN: LONDON FALLING
BIRMINGHAM, John
Ten years have passed since Admiral Kolhammer’s 21st
century invasion battle was dragged into a wormhole and thrown
across oceans of time, emerging with disastrous consequences
and changing the history of the Second World War - and
uncovering the full at time... Alternate history
Tapa bolo

WOKEN GODS
BOND, Devon
Four stories set in the gods of ancient mythology smite around the
world. Kyra Locke lives in a transformed Washington, D.C.,
home to the Library of Congress and the mysterious Society of
the Four. But when rebellious 17-year-old Kyra encounters two
reptile gods, it turns out her life isn’t what it seems.
Fantasy
PB $18.95

GUARDIAN DEMON
BROOK, Michael
"Brilliant, fast-paced and entertaining... A unique blend of
humour, action and astrology... an absorbing tale that
should appeal to a wide age group. Highly recommended.
" - Kirkus Reviews
Science fiction
PB $17.95

DARK LEGACY OF SHANARRA 03: WITCH WRAITH
BROOKS, Terry
"Perfect for young readers that love fantasy... the book
is a quick and enjoyable read..." - Library Journal
Fantasy
TP $29.99

REVIVALEST 03: TERMINATED CAIN, Rachel
Urban fantasy
PB $17.95

TRAITOR SPY 03: TRAITOR QUEEN
CROSS, Kate
"Well-crafted fantasy with a compelling story line..."-
Publisher’s Weekly
Fantasy
TP $19.99

THE LEGEND OF BROKEN
CROSS, Kate
"Some years ago, a remarkable manuscript long renowned to exist was
discovered: The Legend of Broken. It tells of a prosperous Roman city
that suddenly and inexplicably closed..." Fantasy
PB $32.99

IRONSKIN
CONNOLLY, Tina
"Connolly, Tina, The Tenth Realm: World Magic Strikes at a
moment that can only be described as the bane for
survivors in the wake of the Drud War. Volumes
Hardcover
" Spiritual

LONDON FALLING
CORNEL, Paul
"Detective Inspector James Grimes is about to complete the
drug bust of his career. But his prime suspect, Robert Toshack is
manoeuvred into captivity. Pursue the investigation, co-op
tools and Louise Ross and uncover more and more. But
nothing about Toshack’s murder is normal. Toshack
had a habit of bringing in a vindictive entity, which could
power up Toshack one step ahead of the law... until his
track is cut. Now, the team must find a ‘suspect’ who can
bend space and time and alter reality. “An irresistible blend of
genres, puns, and monsters..." - Rev. Orlando Life
Fantasy
TP $27.95

GRIMKO & WARBOUND
CORELLA, Laura
"A powerful new edition also available ($42.95).
Urban fantasy
HC $30.95

CLOCKWORK AGENTS 02: BREATH OF IRON
DAVID, Kate
"The characterisation is memorable. The plot
is well-paced and the writing is crisp. A
dynamic urban fantasy. A must-read for all fans of
supernatural fantasy. " - Publishers Weekly
Fantasy
PB $19.99

UNDREAD AND UNESURE
DAVIDSON, Maryanne
"Paranormal romance
HC $42.95

EARTH STAR
EDWARDS, Janet
Farr is one of the only humans born with an immune system
that cannot survive on other planets. Detailed in an "ape" - a
"shapeshifter" - this is the universe. Jovi is in a mission to
prove that Earth Girls are just as good as anyone else. Except
now the planet she lives is under threat by what could be humanity’s
first contact with an alien life form. Science fiction
PB $16.99

MYSTYWALKER 02: THE THING ABOUT WEBS
ELENDRIK, Charles
"Magic at its best. A magical huntress for
the Demon Realm..." - Publishers Weekly
Urban fantasy
TP $19.99

ISHAP PAPA LITE STANCE
ENGRAHAM, Charles
"Magic at its best. A magical huntress for
the Demon Realm..." - Publishers Weekly
Alternative history
PB $17.95

HERALD OF THE STORM
ENGRAHAM, Charles
"Welcome to Shadowland. Under the reign of King Carl the
Undefeated, this vast continent on the southern coast has been a
reservoir of strength, maintaining an uneasy peace throughout the
Dread World. But a long shadow looms over the city, in the form of
the dead Librarian-walled, Amon Thrax.
Fantasy
PB $19.99

GUIDE TO THE MAD GODS
ENRIGHT, Tony
"The gods have been stolen. And you are his only
chance. Nobody knew better than I did that what they
were searching for was to be found here. You must
find the God's Heart..."-Publisher’s Weekly
Fantasy
TP $29.95

HEART OF BRIAR
ENGRAHAM, Charles
"The gods have been stolen. And you are his only
chance. Nobody knew better than I did that what they
were searching for was to be found here. You must
find the God's Heart..."-Publisher’s Weekly
Fantasy
TP $29.95

QUICK FIX
GRIMES, Lydia
"The sequel to A Feat, featuring human-lawyer Cleo
Haggard and her workhorse..." - Publishers Weekly
Urban fantasy
PB $17.95

GRIEF AND BRAIN
GOODKIND, Terry
The sequel to \"ASPHALT\" - Publisher’s Weekly
Fantasy
PB $17.95

THE LAST BANQUET
GOODKIND, Terry
"In CourtJeremy Greensmith "does a Barbra" and pens a non-gore
novel, an old-fashioned treat. ""Napoleon-Bonaparte, "\"Deadly
Gladiators\" - Publishers Weekly
Fantasy
PB $17.95

MAJESTY
GREEN, Simon
"Beyond the palace walls, revolution is in the air and the
kingdom is clamouring with hunger of a different kind.
"Historical fiction
TP $27.99

GHOST FINDS SIBERIA FROM SPIRITS BEYOND GREEN, Simon
"Beyond the palace walls, revolution is in the air and the
kingdom is clamouring with hunger of a different kind.
"Historical fiction
TP $27.99

CARNEPUNK
HENRY, Mark (Editor)
"Gritty and gritty. Some of the best of the best..." - Publisher’s Weekly
Fantasy
PB $17.95

LIBRIOMANCER
HENRY, Satya
"Gritty and gritty. Some of the best of the best..." - Publisher’s Weekly
Fantasy
PB $17.95

THE BLACK OPERA
GENTLY, Mary
"A brilliant novel..." - Publishers Weekly
Fantasy
PB $17.95

The science fiction & fantasy catalogue is more than just a list of books. It is a testament to the boundless creativity and imagination that drive the genre. From ancient mythologies to futuristic societies, science fiction and fantasy books transport readers to worlds that exist only in the pages of a book. Each title in this catalogue is a unique journey, inviting readers to explore new concepts, technologies, and ideas. Whether it's a tale of interstellar travel, a dystopian future, or a magical realm, each book offers a different perspective on the human experience. The catalogue is not just a collection of stories; it is a reflection of the diverse and vibrant community of writers, artists, and readers who share a love for the genre. So, whether you're a seasoned reader or a newcomer to science fiction and fantasy, this catalogue is a guide to exploring the limitless possibilities of the imagination.
The second in the series, bodies are being posed has the police at a loss. Until, on a hunch, PATH OF NEEDLES

The latest in the LEE, Sharon & MILLER, Steve DRAGON SHIP

...is terrorizing the West. inventor, and White Fox, a young Army scout, to investigate a long-lost twin brother, joins forces with Honoraria Gibbons, an aspiring botanist, must journey to Bharata, with its magics, magical lotus, Tori Harding, a young Victorian woman and scientific Anglica (England) and magical Bharata (India).
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